
The Audio Slideshow



AUDIO SLIDESHOW INTRO

• The term audio slideshow refers to a series of still images arranged to

appear on screen in sequential order over the duration of a piece of edited

audio.

• It often helps to think of the audio slideshow as yet another unique type of

storytelling medium – a hybrid that falls somewhere between still

photography and video.



Advantages to Journalists

• Once you’ve learned the skills, they’re fairly easy to apply.

• A new, ever evolving medium for photography and audio journalists.

• Reach new audiences.

• Longer form, gives life to visuals and audio outside of traditional print and

radio medium.



Characteristics of Good Audio Slideshows :)

• There is activity and/or people doing something observable (e.g., it is not a

meeting story).

• It is visually rich (e.g., lots of color, decoration, contrast, rhythm, motion,

scenery, etc.).

• There are lots of different situations taking place and/or a variety of

interesting moments (i.e., not a bunch of different people repeating the

same thing).

• The idea is emotional and/or humorous.

• It features rich character or personality.



Characteristics of BAD audio slideshows :(

• Too long.

• Not enough shooting or recording for the purpose of the audio slideshow.
– Think in terms of transition images, introductions, motions.

• Disconnected audio and photos.

• Not just a vehicle for photojournalism. Same with audio journalism. Two go hand in
hand.

• Disrespectful to the audience member - time is money. Don’t waste it!

• No captions

• Awkward transitions

• Overpowering background music

• Use music for a reason, and not because you need to make a boring show more
interesting. Don’t use music to manipulate emotion. If it is not in the narrative or
photos, don’t force it with music.

– Sidenote: get royalty free music



Why not just use Video?

• “Video is great for showing things in motion, and sometimes watching the event just

as it unfolded is key. Other times, though, it can be more informative to do without a

lot of those frames and spend the same 5 to 10 seconds looking at a specific stop-

action image from what happened. So unlike video, a good audio slideshow can

extract just the key moments from an event or story and present those  with time to

digest each moment, rather than showing everything in motion. It’s like a video boiled

down to its essence.” - Reuben Stern Missouri School of Journalism

• Time and place for everything. Use your judgment on what medium best tells the

story.



TYPES OF AUDIO SLIDESHOWS



EVENTS

• The event speaks for itself: Audio from the scene provides the soundtrack with

images laid over it. This approach works even better if the sound and images are

presented with some kind of narrative thread (e.g., a beginning, middle and end).
http://www.columbiamissourian.com/multimedia/slideshow/2008/09/22/friday-night-fights/

• 1 subject, 1 experience: Tell the story of an event through the eyes of one person.

Hear that person’s voice narrating. This can also be achieved by going back afterward

and having the subject talk about what is in the photos.

• Multiple subjects, 1 experience: Hear from several people involved in a story. This has

similarities to a traditional broadcast report except that it lets the people involved do all

the talking. http://www.columbiamissourian.com/multimedia/slideshow/2008/03/16/s-marching-peace/

• Examples: Dog Show, Barbershop slideshow.



Features

• Self-narrated profile: The person talks about himself or herself, while we see related
images. This can be a great way to quickly bring a subject to life before our eyes.
(Example: Alone by Maisie Crow)

• All-around profile: One person’s story, told by multiple narrators/sources (Example:
Gladys, by Jessica Kourkounis)

• Narrated reflection piece: Reporter describes what was seen and heard or how the
reporter felt about the scenes that are laid out in the images. (Example by David
Maialetti) http://pdn.philly.com/photo/audio_slides/behind_the_fence/index.html

• TV style package: Just like a TV news video story, except the images are stills.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in_depth/7910843.stm

• Process: Follow something through its journey from beginning to end.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/audioslideshow/2011/mar/22/paris-audio-slideshow (Thanks to your classmate Brittany
Thomas!)



Things to keep in mind

• Less is more, however, too few photos is just as bad. Find the right balance.

• Photograph and record audio to cover the story, but edit yourself down harshly.

• As a rule, try to keep slideshows to 2 minutes.

• Match photos to audio, and audio to photos when applicable.

– If the subject mentions his or her cat, don’t show a duck. If the subject mentions a sad part

of their life, avoid smiley photographs.

• Play with the timing

– Try several quick cuts to show motion.

– Let your strongest photos linger more than normal.

– If the slideshow has narration, tweak each slide to fade in or out during natural pauses and

breaks to lessen the chance for awkward transitions.

• When finished, show it to someone, who has a fresh perspective

• Test your finished product!



Closing thoughts

• The audio slideshow is always changing, evolving. You should be too.

• The audio slideshow medium lends itself to a lot of experimentation with

storytelling form.

• Plan for each photo to be onscreen for about 5 seconds. So, for each

minute of slideshow that means about 12 images, give or take. It takes hard

work and a lot of moving around while photographing to keep the visuals

from becoming redundant.

• Just as certain situations lend themselves particularly well to text or to video,

certain types of stories can be particularly well-told using the audio

slideshow medium.

• Producing an audio slide show is a multi-step process that is made much

easier if you have good pictures and a good script. Those come first.


